It follows from a result of Newell [2, Theorem l] that if R is a ring with unity, J is a hypercentral ideal of R of height w or less, and M is an Artinian R-module, then there is a positive integer k such that M = MJ + *Jk;
It follows from a result of Newell [2, Theorem l] that if R is a ring with unity, J is a hypercentral ideal of R of height w or less, and M is an Artinian R-module, then there is a positive integer k such that M = MJ + *Jk;
here *J" = {u E M: uJk = O}. This th eorem is dual to a result of Robinson [3, Theorem 11. We shall construct an example dual to that provided by [3, Theorem 31:
THEOREM.
There exists a metabelian group G which is hypercentral of class w + 1, and an Artinian G-module M such that
Here g is the augmentation ideal of the integral group ring ZG. From the fact that G is a hypercentral group of class w + 1, it follows that g is a hypercentral ideal of ZG of height o + 1, so our example shows that the height w in Newell's theorem cannot be increased.
WC shall use the following result, which can be deduced either from Thus Mg = N, and *g = (6,). Since M/(bl> is isomorphic to M as a ZG-module, an inductive argument shows that *gn = (b, ,..., b,). This proves the theorem.
